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Force
A push or pull on an object.
A vector
Unbalanced forces cause an object to accelerate…
To speed up
To slow down
To change direction

Types of Forces
Contact forces: involve contact between bodies.
Field forces: act without necessity of contact.
Gravitational
Electromagnetic
Weak Nuclear
Strong Nuclear

Forces and Equilibrium
If the net force on a body is zero, it is in equilibrium.
An object in equilibrium may be moving relative to us (dynamic equilibrium).
An object in equilibrium may appear to be at rest ( static equilibrium).

Newton’s First Law
The Law of Inertia.
A body in motion stays in motion in a straight line unless acted upon by an external force.
This law is commonly applied to the horizontal component of velocity, which is assumed not to change during the flight of a projectile.

Newton’s Second Law
A body accelerates when acted upon by a net external force.
The acceleration is proportional to the net (or resultant) force and is in the direction that the net force acts.
This law is commonly applied to the vertical component of velocity.
SF = ma 
where SF is the net force (N)
m is mass (kg)
a is acceleration (m/s2)
SI Unit: Newton
1 N  = 1 kg m /s2

Some 2nd law problems require a force to be distributed to several masses undergoing the same acceleration. The force must be proportional to the mass in these cases.
  Problem: 2nd Law (CM-1984)
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9. 	When the frictionless system shown above is accelerated by an applied force of magnitude F, the tension in the string between the blocks is       (A) 2 F        (B) F       (C) (2/3)F
       (D) 0.5F        (E) (1/3)F

Show your work:







Newton’s Third Law
For every action there exists an equal and opposite reaction.
If A exerts a force F on B, then B exerts a force of -F on A.

Problem: Newton’s 3rd Law (CM-1993)
5. 	If F1 is the magnitude of the force exerted by the Earth on a satellite in orbit about the Earth and F2 is the magnitude of the force exerted by the satellite on the Earth, then which of the following is true?
	F1 is much greater than F2. 

F1 is slightly greater than F2. 
F1 is equal to F2. 
F2 is slightly greater than F1 
F2 is much greater than F1

Justify your answer:







Inertia
Inertia, or the resistance of an object to being accelerated, is the same thing as mass to a physicist.

Weight
Force due to gravitation attraction.
W = mg
Normal force
Contact force that keeps one object from invading another object.
Normal Force on Flat surface
	N = mg 
Ramp 
	N = mg cos q

Tension
A pulling force.
Arises at the molecular level, when a rope, string, or cable resists being pulled apart.

Tension (static problems)
Net horizontal and vertical forces are equal to zero if the system is not accelerating.

use SFx = 0 and SFy = 0 in your solution!
Problem: Tension in static problem (CM-1984)
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32. 	A 100‑newton weight is suspended by two cords as shown in the figure above. The tension in t slanted cord is
	(A) 50 N       (B) 100 N        (C) 150 N       
       ( D) 200 N        (E) 250 N
Show your work:











Tension (dynamic problems)
Net force is zero if no acceleration.
Tension can increase or decrease as acceleration occurs.

Problem: Tension in dynamic problem (CM-1998)
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19. 	A descending elevator of mass 1,000 kg is uniformly decelerated to rest over a distance of 8 m by a cable in which the tension is 11,000 N. The speed vi of the elevator at the beginning of the 8 m descent is most nearly
(A) 4 m/s           (B) 10 m/s         (C) 13 m/s           (D) 16 m/s         (E) 21 m/s
Show your work:









Pulley problems
Magic pulleys simply bend the coordinate system.
Acceleration is determined first by considering entire system (all of the mass!)
Tension is determined by focusing on one block and ignoring the rest of the world.

Problem: 2nd Law and Pulleys (CM-1993)
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9 	Two 0.60‑kilogram objects are connected by a thread that passes over a light, frictionless pulley, as shown above. The objects are initially held at rest. If a third object with a mass of 0.30 kilogram is added on top of one of the 0.60‑kilogram objects as shown and the objects are released, the magnitude of the acceleration of the 0.30‑kilogram object is most nearly
	(A) 10.0 m/s2        (B) 6.0 m/s2        (C) 3.0 m/s2       (D) 2.0 m/s2        (E) 1.0 m/s2
Show your work:






Friction
A force that opposes sliding motion.
Always parallel to surfaces.
Static friction
Exists before sliding occurs.
Prevents sliding
fs  sN
 fs : static frictional force (N)
 s: coefficient of static friction
 N: normal force (N)
Kinetic friction
Exists after sliding occurs.
Produces heat; dissipates energy.
fk = kN
 fk : kinetic frictional force (N)
 k: coefficient of kinetic friction
 N: normal force (N)

Problem: Newton’s 2nd Law and Friction (CM-1993)
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34. 	A block of mass 5 kilograms lies on an inclined plane, as shown above.    The horizontal and vertical supports for the plane have lengths of 4 meters and 3 meters, respectively. The coefficient of friction between the plane and the block is 0.3. The magnitude of the force F necessary to pull the block up the plane with constant speed is most nearly 
(A) 30 N        (B) 42 N         (C) 49 N  
(D) 50 N       (E) 58 N

Show your work:









Centripetal Force
Inwardly directed force that causes a body to turn in a circle.
Source of centripetal acceleration.
Centripetal force always arises from other forces, and is not a unique kind of force.
Sources include gravity, friction, tension, electromagnetic, normal.
Uniform Circular Motion
SF = ma
a = v2/r
SF = m v2/r

Gravitational Force in Centripetal Motion 
F = GMm/r2
G: Universal Gravitational Constant
M: Mass of planet
m: mass of orbiting body
R: orbital radius (from center of planet)

Problem: Centripetal Force in Orbit (CM-1988)
35. A satellite moves in a stable circular orbit with speed vo at a distance R from the center of a planet. For this satellite to move in a stable circular orbit a distance 2R from the center of the planet, the speed of the satellite must be
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       (E) 2vo

Show your work:







Non-constant Forces
Forces varying with time
Forces varying with velocity
	(ex: drag force)
Forces varying with position
	(ex: spring force)
Calculus Required

 Problem: Time-dependent force (CM-1988)
4. 	A particle of mass m moves along a straight path with a speed v defined by the function v = bt2 + c, where b and c are constants and t is time.   What is the magnitude F of the net force on the particle at time t = t1 ?
	(A) bt1 2 + c      (B) 3mbt1 + 2c      (C) mbt1      (D) mbt1 + c      (E) 2mbt1

Show your work:









Problem: Non-constant force (CM-1984)
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7. 	The parabola above is a graph of speed v as a function of time t for an object.   Which of the following graphs best represents the magnitude F of the net force exerted on the object as a function of time t ?
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Justify your answer:






 Drag Force
Slows an object down as it passes through a fluid.
Acts in opposite direction to velocity.
Imposes a terminal velocity.
fD = bv + cv2
b and c depend upon
shape and size of object
properties of fluid
b is important at low velocity
c is important at high velocity


Problem: Drag force (CM-1998)
34. 	An object is released from rest at time t = 0 and falls through the air, which exerts a resistive force such that the acceleration a of the object is given by a = g ‑ bv, where v is the object's speed and  b is a constant.  If limiting cases for large and small values of t are considered, which of the following is a possible expression for the speed of the object as an explicit function of time?
(A) v = g(1 ‑ e-bt)/b      (B) V = (geht)/b           (C) v = gt ‑ bt2           (D) v = (g + a)t/b           (E) v = v0+ gt, v0  O

Show your work:










